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Sell Your Music: How To Profitably Sell Your Own Recordings Online
Save thousands of dollars in PR agency fees, this book will tell you which digital promotion tools & marketing techniques music publicists are using themselves! 101 Ways To Market Your Music On The Web is a great book for independent artists, bands and labels seeking to market and promote their music via the web at little or no cost. Written by
MyMusicSuccess Co-Founder Simon Adams, he shares his 25 years of music industry experience as an artist, producer, publicist and promoter to help independent musicians around the world harness the power of internet music promotion This 256 page book is the most comprehensive and practical manual ever compiled on digital music marketing. With
interviews and quotes from music industry executives, promoters and successful independent artists you'll also gain an insight into some of the ways others have successfully used the world wide web to build their fanbase, collaborate in new projects, and increase the exposure of their music.
Musicians have more control over their careers than ever before. You can record, distribute, sell, stream, and promote your music using many affordable tools and platforms. But one of the biggest challenges remains to make money as a musician. Whether it's through gigging, selling merch, or making money from your music online, it's more important than ever to
diversify your revenue streams to build a sustainable career This book helps you learn how to change it, and start making money from promoting your music (including examples), instead of wasting it. It includes: -Why traditional music promotion is risky -And how to avoid losing $10.000 on outdated promotion -Overview of the music industry today -The exact 6
steps I follow to get the music of my artists heard -The exact music sales system to sell your first 1,000 records (even without a record label) -My 1-Page Music Marketing Plan -Examples and a template so you can copy our system -And more...
Enhance your chance for success as a recording artist by following the real-world advice found within the pages of the book. Step-by-step suggestions for: Setting career goals Developing your songs and stage presence Recording your first demo and full-length album Designing your promotional materials Knowing where to hire an attorney, manager, booking agent,
and producer And, of course, getting a record deal! Success depends on talent, hard work, and a little luck. This handbook will help you prepare and increase you opportunities in the music business.
This volume teaches aspiring musicians all of the practical steps to hitting it big in the music world such as setting a practice schedule, booking studio time, distributing their music, and even promoting their bands through social media sites.
EARN MONEY WITH YOUR MUSIC: EASY, WITHOUT BOSSES AND FREE
The Cut the Crap! Guide to the Music Business
You Can Succeed Without An Office
Surviving The Game: How To Succeed In The Music Business
Over 300 DIRECT links + WAYS TO MARKET, PROMOTE YOUR MUSIC AND MAKE YOUR PRESENCE KNOWN IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY !!!
Web Resources for Musicians: Music Sales, Distribution, Teaching, Marketing, production, Publishing, E-Commerce, and More
Learn everything you need to know to make jingles and score video productions with this new, updated second edition of this popular book. With so many changes in the industry, this is a much-needed revision to this popular guide. With major emphasis on promotion, this book covers some new technological information based on today's soundtrack composition techniques. With a huge demand for
professional compositions for movies, TV, video, radio, and other multimedia formats, this book delves into how to take advantage of this demand and make a successful career. Once you've finished this thorough guide, you'll know how to organize production resources, prepare and present your demo recordings, work with clients, craft profit-producing copy, promote your work, protect yourself legally,
get the money you deserve and more.
"For more than twenty years, All You Need to Know About the Music Business has been universally regarded as the definitive guide to the music industry. Now in its ninth edition, this latest edition leads novices and experts alike through the crucial, up-to-the-minute information on the industry's major changes in response to today's rapid technological advances and uncertain economy,"--Amazon.com.
A complete Pro Tools reference - from recording to mixing to mastering Pro Tools has long been the recording industry's leading solution for capturing, mixing, and outputting audio. While it was once a tool known and used exclusively by engineers in pro studios, it is now readily available to anyone wishing to create their own recording. This updated edition of Pro Tools All-in-One For Dummies covers
the features you’ll encounter in both Pro Tools | First as well as the versions designed for next-level recording. It guides you through the very basics of recording, capturing both live and digital instruments, how to sweeten your sound in mixing, and how to tweak and output your final master. Now get ready to make some beautiful sounds! Get up to speed with recording basics Pick the Pro Tools version
that works for you Record acoustic audio Get to know MIDI Discover how to set compression and EQ Sweeten your final product with mastering Create a final file you can stream online Assuming no past experience with audio recording, this book shares the basics of recording and how to capture both live and digital instruments using Pro Tools.
Learn how to make more money selling your music. This course examines a two-tiered approach to music promotion and sales: one geared toward CDs and LPs, and the other toward digital downloads. Industry insider Bobby Owsinski first explains why it's still important to make CDs-to use as marketing tools and bundle into unique music packages to sell to fans-and prepare for album releases so that
you get the most bang for your marketing buck. Next he moves into the digital realm, giving an overview of the digital music services and players available. Bobby shows how giving away some of your music can actually lead to more sales, and how to set the price point for your music. He discusses the importance of metadata and registering your songs with performance rights organizations to ensure you
get paid when your music is played on the radio, TV, or the Internet. Finally, Bobby wraps up by explaining how to submit your music to the largest online services, including Spotify, Pandora, and iTunes.
How to Profitably Sell Your Own Recordings Online
How To Make It in the New Music Business: Practical Tips on Building a Loyal Following and Making a Living as a Musician (Second Edition)
The Lovin' of the Game
An Entrepreneurial Approach, Second Edition
How to Sell More Music, Get More People to Your Shows, and Make More Money in the Music Business (Music Marketing [dot] Com Pres
Realizing Your Marketing Potential
The Best Music Resources Online: The Musician's Directory to the Web (Updated!) MUSIC RESOURCES ONLINE is a collection of the best websites online for entrepreneurial musicians. If you're trying to leverage Web 3.0 to promote and sell your music, connect with fans, teach online, write books, sell merchandise, and just make a living as a musician, then this is for you. Collected here is THE list of the
most amazing sites, tools, and -- in some cases -- largely untapped resources that can change your career as a musician forever. I put this together because musicians need a simple way to leverage the web effectively. This book is the resource guide every 21st-century musician, singer, songwriter, composer, recording engineer, and lyricist needs. It contains links, descriptions, ideas, case studies, and strategies to
hundreds of amazing and useful websites all across the web that will help you do more with your music. These are the TOP music-related sites that everyone should know about -- and this list has been compiled through countless hours of research and from first-hand use of many of these resources. -Do you know where to sell your digital recordings online, including cover songs? -Do you know where to start a
blog to promote your music? -Do you know how to monetize your blog or musician website? -Do you know where to register your music for worldwide broadcast royalties? -Do you know where to crowd-fund your next music project or recording? -Do you know where to teach online where millions of students can find your course materials? -Do you know where to publish a music ebook, paperback, or
audiobook online? How to Use This Book This book is designed to be very useful from the first time you use it. You can browse through the listings in alphabetical order, or feel free to skip around, but the real power comes from visiting some of the sites listed here. For cross-referencing purposes, I also listed some music topics with specific suggestions on which entries to read. (You can also use your ereader's search function to find others.) I tried to give you an extensive list of resources, but it can never be complete in this format. I have added many sites that I use often, but inclusion in this book should not be considered an endorsement. Please make sure to do your research and due diligence before signing up with any of the sites listed in this book. For those who don't know the names of many of these
music-related websites and resources, alphabetical listings don't help. So feel free to start with the 'Category List' chapter if you have a specific interest. That's where some similar, related sites are listed together so that you can find targeted sources to begin your online explorations. And for those musicians looking for an actual ACTION PLAN, I decided to include a few hypothetical "Case Studies" at the end
of the A-Z Resource List. I wanted to give you an idea how various readers and musicians might approach these various sites and tools and put some of this new information and knowledge into immediate use. Directory of web resources for music sales, distribution, music business, performing rights, writer royalties, music production, teaching music online, PR, crowdfunding, music marketing, independent
publishing, professional development, e-commerce, networking, social media, and more for all musicians, vocalists, composers, lyricists, and songwriters.
This hands-on volume gives young adults practical guidance to turn their dream of being in a band into a reality. Specific steps from what songs to play to touring are clearly described. Aspiring musicians learn every aspect of the process: where to look for band members, advertising, working as a unit, keeping costs down, playing gigs, recording demos, making a press kit, building an online presence, creating a
Web site, getting on the radio, obtaining a manager, selling CDs, getting signed by a record company, and publishing music.
Sell Your Music!How to Profitably Sell Your Own Recordings OnlineNmd BooksMusic Selling SecretsExploring The Strategies To Sell Your Music Efficiently: Succeed In Selling Music
My latest course, SellMusicOnlineLikeCrazy.com will teach you how to promote your record label, music or band on the web. It will teach you all of the things you need to know to successfully create a web site, fill it with content, promote your music and even how to sell your music to your site's visitors in a CD and/or Download format or any other format you choose. Plus you'll learn how to attract tens of
thousands, hundreds of thousands and even millions of visitors to your website and turn them into fans of your music. No matter what genre of music you re into, the SellMusicOnlineLikeCrazy.com course is for you! You'll learn step-by-step: In it, I Show You Step-by-Step: How to make bucket loads of cash with your music... Without a record deal. How to get top websites, to promote and sell your music,
then send you a big fat juicy royalty check every month! How to attract fans that will buy everything you sell to them, including your music, DVDs, posters, t-shirts and more! How to set up a free, professional website that you can sell your music and merchandise from, all on auto-pilot, hands free, 24 hours-a-day, raking in truckloads of cash! How to easily place your music online in the form of MP3 s, and
video for millions to hear. And More... Here is Everything Included in the Kit Take a Look ... #1 You'll get the Sell Music Online Like Cr@zy! manual This guide contains all of the key points and a step-by-step information you'll need to become an online music industry success. This manual comes complete with tons of tips to accelerate your learning so you start applying what you uncover faster than you ever
thought possible. Stop hoping that people will like your music, learn how to get thousands of maniacal, raving fans you crave your sound! Never again hope and pray that you'll be able to find a fan base of loyal fans to listen to and buy your music. (you know play your music for a few of your family, friends and co workers h
Making a Living in Your Local Music Market
Music Resources Online
Recording and Promoting Your Music
Exploring The Strategies To Sell Your Music Efficiently: Succeed In Selling Music
How to earn money writing music to sell it online
So You Want to Join the Music Industry
The Label Machine: How to start, run and grow your own independent music label is the first book to give music artists practical step-by-step comprehensive instructions for setting up and running an independent music label. It features a detailed breakdown of how each part of the industry works, including copyright in the UK and US, record label set-up, record releases, and royalty
collection. Provides in-depth guides on marketing, covering; traditional PR, Facebook and Instagram advertising, Spotify playlisting, and fan growth. Includes templates for record label and management contracts, marketing and promotion schedules, press releases, and fan email automation.
How to turn your passion for music into a source of income? Is it possible to sell your music directly on the web? How can you promote your work at low cost while achieving important results? The whole truth and much more is available in "Musician 2.0", a complete guide to the art of producing and selling your music thanks to the new tools offered by the internet. Inside you will
discover why the music market today is able to offer excellent earning possibilities to all independent musicians, how to realize step by step your marketing plan and how to distribute your contents on the main world music stores (iTunes, Spotify, Amazon Music and many others). Finally, you will find tips and step-by-step guides to promote your music business. Stop waiting for the
great opportunity and start creating endless career opportunities in the world music market with the tips, guides and step-by-step examples in this manual.
If you love making music, it's one of the most fulfilling ways to earn a living. Whether it's your full-time job or a lucrative side-gig, selling music is a creative way to make money doing something you love. But what if the money's not there? Selling your music doesn't come with any guarantees. For a lot of musicians, the siren song of a profitable music career just isn't worth the risk. So
how do you reduce that risk? Or even eliminate it? Making money from music isn't easy, but it's not impossible. Wondering what that entails? You've come to the right place. This book will guide you through the step-by-step process of taking your music from the studio to the hands of paying fans! This is not a philosophical exploration of your mind and the concepts long studied in books
like The Tipping Point, but rather a guide with direct instructions on what to do from beginning to end.
Hailed as an “indispensable” guide (Forbes), How to Make It in the New Music Business returns in this extensively revised and expanded edition. When How to Make It in the New Music Business hit shelves in 2016, it instantly became the go-to resource for musicians eager to make a living in a turbulent industry. Widely adopted by music schools everywhere and considered “the best
how- to book of its kind” (Music Connection), it inspired thousands to stop waiting around for that “big break.” Now trusted as the leading expert for “do it yourself” artists, Ari Herstand returns with this second edition, maintaining that a stable career can be built by taking advantage of the many tools at our fi ngertips: conquering social media, mastering the art of merchandising,
embracing authentic fan connection, and simply learning how to persevere. Comprehensively updated to include the latest online trends and developments, it offers inspiring success stories across media such as Spotify and Instagram. The result is a must- have for anyone hoping to navigate the increasingly complex yet advantageous landscape that is the modern music industry.
My Music Served
101 Ways to Market Your Music On the Web
Introduction to the Music Industry
Guerrilla Music Marketing Online
Music Business Skills For Musicians: Make Money from Music, Discover The Music Industry and Explode Your Music Career!
Ninth Edition
How do you avoid being ripped off by unscrupulous promoters, or what to do if you really, really want to punch your bass player? That's where this Cut the Crap Guide comes in. Based on real musicians' experiences. it is designed to cover the things you really need to know: how to get gigs, how to get on the radio, how to make money from music, and how to avoid playing in front of three drunks and a murderer on a
damp Tuesday in Dunfermline.
My Music Served is a musician's guide to using the Internet for fame and fortune. This is a how to guide with practical, proven steps to gaining fans and increasing incoming revenue written with the musician in mind.
Multi-platinum music producer and author of Gotta Get Signed How To Become A Hip Hop Producer, Sahpreem A. King is back with his long awaited follow up, Surviving The Game How To Succeed In The Music Business. In this book, Sahpreem takes music business newcomers by the hand and teaches them how to succeed in the music business the do-it-yourself way. In addition, Sahpreem talks about music publishing,
marketing and promotion, starting an online record label, the power of social media, and making money from your music without being signed to a record deal. Music is a business. That’s what this book is all about. For a whole host of justifiable reasons, there have been numerous other books that have been published about the “talent side” of the music industry. What distinguishes this book is the author’s firsthand
experience in the industry from both the talent side and the business side. Artists from all genres of music, managers, producers, A&R directors, entertainment lawyers, PR consultants, label executives, and the public at large will benefit immeasurably from reading and studying King’s advice and good counsel. Sahpreem King’s practical approach on how to get into the music business, and how to do well as a result of
your passion for the art form and your willingness to grind and work hard every day, is informed by his years of experience, first as a DJ and recording artist, and then as a successful producer. The book is more than an industry insider’s view. Sahpreem tells you what to do and what not to do, from imparting to you his basic knowledge about music to the deeper wisdom that he has acquired over the last twenty years.
I originally wrote The Music Industry Self Help Guide because it seems that regardless of genre or region, every musician goes through identical stages of development and needs access to the same tools and information to get ahead in this industry. Over the last three decades I have continued to see a reoccurring disparity with different musicians that don’t know where to look—and don’t know what to look for—which
keeps them isolated with no real hope of success. I’ve encountered this not only in local developing music scenes but also while formally mentoring aspiring artists at music conferences across the country. In writing the original manuscript, my experience and accumulated knowledge base placed me in a unique position to provide you with information from the point of view of an artist, a manager, and also from that of
a record label. It was important in the creation of this book that all of these perspectives were taken into consideration, as they vary so greatly in how they interpret what is actually required to succeed in today’s market. I also would like to stress the fact that the views in this book are not merely comprised of one person’s observations of the music industry, but includes tried and true methods of success that have
been implemented by bands that have maintained relevance for more than three decades. This resulted in a well-rounded, all-encompassing guide to creating momentum and visibility for emerging artists that covered all of the developmental elements that they would need to lay a solid foundation for themselves in the independent market. Although multiple books and publications have been written on some of the
various subjects contained herein that have a cold encyclopedic reference style of providing information, what I did in writing The Music Industry Self Help Guide was approach as many of these topics as possible, link them all together, and present them on more of a personal and direct level. What resulted was a brutally honest and thought-provoking guidebook written in a conversational manner that can give your
career a serious head start and help you move forward if you choose to implement its information. The first edition provided a very solid framework for this expanded edition which has additional chapters, resources, lists, and a step by step guide on how to fill out an online copyright form. This entire book was also re-tooled from the 1st Edition to provide quick and easy reference points for easy navigation. What you
now have in your hands is a book that was designed with your success in mind and has been refined into a better product for your added benefit. Although this book encompases the entire spectrum of the music industry from the earliest stages of a developing artist’s career to the corporate wranglings of the music industry giants, I chose to focus primarily on the independent market, because this is the place that you
must pass through while earning your stripes and paying your dues in this industry. As the title implies, this is a self help guide, so what this book also does to prepare you for success is look at one of the largest hurdles that aspiring musicians face as they try to move forward in their career: themselves. No other key component in this book will surpass the importance of one’s ability to master oneself, and this book will
callously press you to take an unflinching look inside yourself to understand who you really are and attempt to identify what is holding you back. How far you get beyond the independent market will not only rely on the quality of the music you release, but will also hinge largely on how you utilize the things that you read in this book. Approx 400 pages - 34 chapters - 50+ color photos and several resources.
Six-Figure Musician
How to Survive and Succeed in the Music Industry
Start Your Own Band
129 Free and Low-cost Strategies to Promote and Sell Your Music on the Internet
Understanding the Music Business: By Taking the Mystery Out of the Music
Here's the Info You Need

If Your In The Music Business, Read This Today you need to view yourself through the new rules of the music industry. Those who play by them will succeed. Gone are the old days where you would hope to get signed and then become a star (i.e. everything would be done for you). Do you wonder why
other artists are getting breaks and you are not? Making it in the music industry isn't about catching that big break anymore. Getting your career off the ground can be a long and scary task. In this cutting-edge book Tommy Swindali maps out everything you need to know and provides you with
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the tools necessary to get to where you want to be. The tools are yours to use, but only if you want it bad enough. Find out why you should run your music career like a business. Then allow me to simplify that process and walk you through all the steps that the professionals take. You don't
want to be another tired and broke artist forced to get a job you hate. Do yourself a favor. Whether you are an active or aspiring musician, or an aspiring music manager or agent - this book is perfect for you. In this book you will discover: What to Look for When Making a Deal Understand The
Importance of Streaming and Subscription Discover The New Rules of The Music Industry with "360 Degree" Deals Connect With The Right People Who Will Help You to The Next Level Multiply Your Income Forever With Music Licensing How to Get Signed and Have A&Rs Chasing You The Secrets to Using
Funding Develop Your Brand and Make a Good First Impression Monetizing Your Music And Much, Much More So if you want to go somewhere big with your music and/or learn the music business Click Add To Cart
You can survive happily as a musician in your local music market. This book shows you how to expand and develop your skills as a musician and a composer right in your own backyard. Making a Living in Your Local Music Market explores topics relevant to musicians of every level: Why should a
band have an agreement? How can you determine whether a personal manager is right for you? Are contests worth entering? What trade papers are the most useful? Why copyright your songs? Also covers: * Developing and packaging your artistic skills in the marketplace * Dealing with contractors,
unions, club owners, agents, etc. * Producing your own recordings * Planning your future in music * Music and the Internet * Artist-operated record companies * The advantages and disadvantages of independent and major record labels * Grant opportunities for musicians and how to access them *
College music business programs * Seminars and trade shows * Detailed coverage of regional music markets, including Austin, Atlanta, Denver, Miami, Seattle, and Portland, Oregon.
Build a home studio to fit any budget Explore equipment and techniques for making top-notch recordings at home You've picked a perfect time to start recording! From PC-based to studio-in-a-box, today's equipment lets you put together a professional quality CD right at home, if you know how to
use it. This guide covers everything from microphone placement to multitracking and mastering, helping you choose the right tools and use them like a pro. Discover how to: Create a studio around your budget Direct signal flow to maximize your sound Apply the best microphone techniques Use
compressors and limiters properly Build a space for optimum mixing
The Insider's Guide to Making Money in the Music Industry. Millions dream of attaining glamour and wealth through music. This book reveals the secrets of the music business that have made fortunes for the superstars. A must-have for every songwriter, performer and musician.
The Label Machine: How to start, run and grow your own independent music label
Taking your first steps towards trampling over the obstacles in an independent market
Compose, Produce, and Sell Your Original Soundtrack Music and Jingles
Learn To Make Profit With Your Music: How To Sell Music Online And Make Money
Music Business Made Simple: A Guide To Becoming A Recording Artist
Musician 2.0
You are creative, you are an artist or a photographer, you have a hobby or craft, something you absolutely love to do, and you are good at it. But you may be asking yourself, How do I market my work? How do I turn this into a real money making business? The answer lies between the covers of this new book. You will learn the steps you need to take to successfully sell
your artwork or crafts even if you have no experience with marketing and even if you hate to sell. As with many other business segments, the Internet and technology have opened up the world and made it your marketplace. You and I, working from the comfort of home, are now on an even playing field with the largest retailers. This groundbreaking and exhaustively
researched new book will provide everything you need to know to get your marketing message into the hands of your customers. You will learn about online galleries, designing your Web site cyber stores, arts and crafts search engines, publicity sources, online forums, auction sites, online marketing, e-mail marketing, and search engine marketing. You also will learn
of over 300 Web sites on which you can sell your artwork, music, or crafts. This specialized book will demonstrate, step by step, how to inexpensively market and promote your artwork easily and, most important, profitably. You will learn how to quickly find new customers and keep existing ones buying more by using technology and low cost marketing devices that
take little or no time on your part. You will learn to develop a marketing plan using hundreds of practical marketing ideas that will help you disseminate your artwork all over the world. Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic Publishing has
grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case
studies with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed.
Hooper explains the ins and outs of the music industry, explaining how to make a six-figure income.
Being your own boss is a great way to survive this economic ruin. New concepts and new ways of doing business are breaking ground every day. The Pandemic pause as I call it, has created inspiring, interesting and different ways of operating a business. Working From Home Offers A Lot Of Advantages. You Can Succeed Without An Office. Mobile/remote working has
been gaining pace for several years. Embrace The Cloud. Using More Mobile Technologies. Create A Virtual Team aka Virtual Assistant. You will need Essential Remote Business Tools. The type of business you are running will have a major impact on whether you can feasibly run your enterprise with mobile digital devices. There are so many ways to make money
online at pennies on the dollar. You can work during the hours you would normally be travelling to and from work You don't have to get up at the crack of dawn. You set your own hours. If you fail to plan you plan to fail. i discuss at least 100 ways you can make money online at little or no cost to you.
An easy-to-digest overview of the many free and low-cost ways independent musicians, managers and promoters can harness the Internet to gain widespread exposure, attract more fans, and make money with their music. Veteran author, speaker and teacher Bob Baker reveals guerrilla marketing tactics to build an effective artist website, make the most of social media
sites, and use the latest digital music promotion tools. From Facebook, Twitter and YouTube to blogs, podcasts and music sales widgets ... it's all covered here.
How to Market and Sell Your Art, Music, Photographs, and Handmade Crafts Online
Cash Tracks
How to Produce, Release, and Market Your Music
How To Sell Music?
Pro Tools All-In-One For Dummies
365 Lyric, Melody, & Chord Ideas to Kickstart Your Songwriting
The first book to combine the various strands of a very complex business milieu and introduce the reader both to how the industry itself operates as well as the overall business environment that underpinds the industry. This will be an invaluable resource to budding musicians who are attempting to obtain a foothold in the music business.
Introduction to the Music Industry: An Entrepreneurial Approach, Second Edition is an introductory textbook that offers a fresh perspective in one of the fastest-changing businesses in the world today. It engages students with creative problem-solving activities, collaborative projects and case studies as they explore the inner workings of the music business, while encouraging them to think like
entrepreneurs on a path toward their own successful careers in the industry. This new edition includes a revised chapter organization, with chapters streamlined to focus on topics most important to music business students, while also maintaining its user-friendly chapter approach. Supported by an updated companion website, this book equips music business students and performance majors with
the knowledge and tools to adopt and integrate entrepreneurial thinking successfully into practice and shape the future of the industry.
Distribute to the Worldʼs Largest Music Platforms Including the worldʼs most popular dedicated download, streaming and video services. We currently partner with over 50 of the biggest digital platforms. Distribute to the Worldʼs largest music stores free of charge and with no hidden costs. Keep 85% of the royalties and maintain total control of your music distribution. With a flexible approach, you
have the option to switch through our distribution plans at any time, making sure you get the most out of your music and our services. With quick access and a super simple upload system, there is no better time to distribute your music and start growing your fan base! Sell your music directly to your fans! Control your own pricing, control the look and feel of your store and control which releases you
want to sell and when. Your store, Your way. With RouteNote Direct you always have direct control over how you portray your music to your fans. Utilise our Content ID solution, created for artists and labels needing to monetise their sound recordings across YouTube. Content ID uses audio fingerprint matching to identify and claim videos across the entire platform and monetise them for you. This
service is subject to Qualification criteria. As part of the Content ID solution, we are also submitting releases for auto-generated videos and the YouTube Red inclusion. Take a look to see if you qualify.
A series for aspiring young musicians who want to learn the ins and outs of being in a band in the digital age. Each title focuses on a distinct aspect of creating and distributing music.
All You Need to Know About the Music Business
Sell Your Music!
Promoting Your Music
Make Money Now!
Song Starters
With Song Starters, you'll spend more time creating and less time struggling to come up with ideas. Discover an endless supply of exciting, creative concepts that will launch song after song. Use the Starters to spark a brainstorm or set a series of notes in motion, get your feet dancing or fill your head with
music. Listen to hit song examples as you work. All of the Starters are based on time-tested concepts used by hit songwriters, but you make them your own. 365 ways to fuel your songwriting creativity: - 183 lyric situations, characters, emotions, and title ideas - 45 ways to easily create music tracks to write to 42 melody patterns, phrase ideas, and note rhythms - 17 contemporary chord progressions - 22 ways to rewrite a song using Song Starters ...plus a grab bag of 56 assorted whimsical, stimulating, inspiring launch pads for lyrics, melodies, and chords that will let you free your muse and write from your heart.
With Song Starters, you'll never have to face another blank page.
While many dream of a career as a singer/songwriter, few know how to go about getting bookings, copywrighting and protecting their songs, making promotional recordings, getting radio and print coverage and negotiating contracts for appearances. This book covers all of these topics and more, aimed at
everyone from the absolute beginner to the more seasoned performer, to help them avoid the common pitfalls and problems encountered along the road to success. The authors draw on years of experience as songwriters and performers. They have conducted interviews with many singer/songwriters who share
their experiences, both good and bad, as they’ve worked their way up from local gigs to full-time careers. Throughout, practical tips are highlighted and real-life stories help illuminate common issues faced by all performers/songwriters.
Over 300 DIRECT links + WAYS TO MARKET, PROMOTE YOUR MUSIC AND MAKE YOUR PRESENCE KNOWN IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY !!! "Links to sites to market and promote your Music, Artist, Bands, Management, Publishing and Record label Companies..., Social media, Blogs, Video sites and much
more...,"
How to Make It in the Music Business - The Real Way – In this book the Author Ron Knight shares with readers the ins and outs of the Music Business. He hopes that his experiences over the past 4 decades as a successful international entertainer can help newcomers in the industry to understand how to deal
with the Business of Music. Through this book Ron Knight shares his story and experiences in the Music Business; the live gigs, working solo or with a band, touring and traveling, the television shows, and much, much more............he explains both the good and the bad and he holds back nothing about the dirty
side that this business brings. It is this true story told with heart and passion for music that enables Ron to shares with you his know-how of dealing with this industry we call the Music Business.
Music Money and Success
Sell Music Online Like Crazy
Sell Your Music on the Internet
Home Recording For Musicians For Dummies
How to Make It in the Music Business
Music: A Guide to Selling and Distributing Your Work Online
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